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ABSTRACT
Computational solvers simulating physical phenomenon on
complex domain geometries need well resolved, high-quality
meshes to tackle the discrete problem efficiently. Mesh gen-
eration for HPC applications is a complex process requiring
access to geometry data and efficient mesh data-structures
in a parallel setting as well as optimization techniques for
quality. The performance of the mesh generation algorithms
are affected by the scalability of such components.

MeshKit, developed as a component of the open-source SIGMA
tool chain, supports variety of meshing algorithms leveraging
the scalable interfaces in SIGMA to geometry data (CGM)
and unified data-structures(MOAB) that can be used for
HPC applications. In this poster we present performance
results of two key aspects of a parallel mesh generation al-
gorithm (1) resolution of entities on partition boundaries
and (2) parallel IO under SIGMA.
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1. SIGMA: SCALABLE INTERFACES FOR
GEOMETRY AND MESH BASED APPLI-
CATIONS

SIGMA[1] is an open-source tool chain that provides in-
terfaces and tools to understand geometry models, create
high quality unstructured meshes along with unified data-
structures to load and manipulate parallel computational
meshes for various HPC applications. Optimal quality mesh
generation is a complex process for complicated curved prob-
lem geometries, with physics imposed spatial resolution re-
quirements. These tools simplify the process of generation

and handling of discrete meshes with scalable algorithms to
leverage efficient usage from desktop to petascale architec-
tures.

Mesh Generation Toolkit(MeshKit)
MeshKit[4, 5, 2] is an open-source mesh generation environ-
ment that enables both users and developers to create high
quality CAD and mesh models for simulations. It provides a
robust, parallel and flexible interface, where various state-of-
art open-source mesh generation algorithms and non open-
source meshing libraries can be accessed uniformly. It uses
the Common Geometry Module (CGM) for accessing geome-
tries and the data structures in the parallel infrastructure
Mesh Oriented datABase(MOAB) for mesh representation.

Common Geometry Module(CGM)
The Common Geometry Module(CGM)[3] is a geometry li-
brary that provides modeler-independent means for access-
ing and modifying geometry through a generic interface,
while maintaining a reference to the original model in its
native format avoiding translation between different geome-
try formats. In addition, it provides several unique capabil-
ities among geometry engines, like support for non-manifold
topology, support for virtual geometry, support for accessing
the geometry in parallel, or mesh-based geometry represen-
tation.

Mesh Oriented datABase(MOAB)
The Mesh Oriented datABase(MOAB)[6] is a parallel mesh
framework for representing both unstructured and struc-
tured meshes and provides an array- based data-structure
to efficiently represent associated data, with abstractions
to handling several different file formats, and enabling in-
memory modifications. It provides a number of parallel
mesh capabilities such as a parallel IO based on the par-
allel HDF5 library, interfaces to existing state of the art
mesh partitioners, algorithms to resolve entities on parti-
tion boundaries, exhanging ghost layers and field data ex-
changes. It can also support hierarchical mesh generation
through uniform refinement and quality metrics.

Performance
We present the performance(weak scalability studies) of the
parallel IO and resolution of shared entities for MOAB and



MeshKit. In MOAB, a rectangular domain was meshed as an
unstructured hexahedral mesh stored in memory and saved
in file. The partitioned mesh was generated on each task
locally and after mesh generation all the tasks wrote to the
same file which was subsequently read in memory (which
also resolves the entities on the partition boundary) to ex-
plore the capability of the parallel IO file system. It was
found that the parallel IO didn’t scale and lost efficiency
significantly upto thousand of cores. This behaviour seems
to be due to the amount of indirect referencing involved to
access entities on each partition while writing to or reading
from a single file. However, it still further investigation and
optimization. The shared entities at the interfaces between
partitions were resolved using a vertex global ids based al-
gorithm with crystal router, an efficient gather-scatter al-
gorithm for sparse communication.The interface resolution
is highly scalable and maintains efficiency to thousands of
processors.

One of the HPC applications using MeshKit is the auto-
matic mesh generation of complex nuclear reactor assem-
blies and core geometries(templates). In our weak scalabil-
ity studies, assemblies were generated with approximately
7500 hexes and subsequently refined two time times result-
ing in 60K and 480K hexes at each level. The shared entity
resolution algorithm used was a geometric proximity based
vertex-merge algorithm for both core assemblies and after
refinement. We obtained good scaling for this algorithm for
upto 1K cores. On the other hand, the parallel IO deterio-
rated similar to the previous test.
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